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 He was a genuine fighter and I'll continue to pass on his name each day as I function to learn this new
journey with grief. Congenital Heart Defects influence 1 in 100 babies and so are something I under no
circumstances understood about before my lovely Vincent. Vincent was diagnosed at 3 1/2 weeks
outdated with a coarctation of the aorta and a complete atrioventricular canal defect.This book is about
the journey down path I was never expecting, learning the world of Congenital Heart Defects and
performing everything I could to keep my son with me here on the planet.
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Moving Book Chelsea -Your beautifully written reserve brought back a flood of recollections from this
past year: I remember questioning whether I was subjecting our baby to painful methods that wouldn’t
pay back, questioning my memory space and strength as she lie paralysed for a month when I had known
her only three times, and struggling to remain positive as the problems mounted.However, Vincent’s were
able to inject every CICU day with unwanted drama, and I was continuously awed simply by your grace
and positivity. Much want to you both as you continue on this journey, your sweet boy will be there as
your shining celebrity! You'll want given Vincent a lot of his power.We think of you, Vernon, and Vincent
often.Wishing you Peace this Christmas,Kelly, Juan Julio, and ZoeP. Making every step count for Vincent
will help you as you navigate this "new normal", in the meantime, there are many who are right here to
help you on the poor days! This past springtime Zoe experienced a cardinal nest in the windows outside
her room. Touching, magnificent piece of work Unquestionably love this book. Chelsea will an incredible
work of telling the natural, true encounters her and her hubby had. I cried but it was such a lovely tribute
to a treasured little man. Beautiful Oh chelsea!. I cried. I cried for you, and Vern and Vincent. And when I
left work after reading, I saw a red cardinal. Beautiful and captivating I know this mother personally and
followed their tale for a long period, and I still do. Thank you for your strength to share your tale with the
world ?? A lovely and heart breaking story Wonderfully written story of Vincent's journey. I cried but it
was such a beautiful tribute to a loved little man I actually couldn't put the publication down. Although
the story is heartbreaking, I'm so thankful she's place pen to paper and released this magnificent piece of
literature since it provides power to all of those out there who have lost someone you care about or know
someone who has passed on from CHD. This book was beautifully compiled by a mother who loved her
child with .. Beautifully written, great insight A beautifully written, heart-felt tale with compassion and
assistance for others who have, or are experiencing this journey. This book was beautifully written by a
mother who loved her child with every little bit of herself. I liked reading all about Vincent and his small,
but very loved, life. Thank you for sharing your boy with most of us. Grief is certainly a robust force, and
takes over so a lot of our life, you are on your path.S. Most of all your chapter on grief transferred me -
during our darkest days, I questioned how I could I continue relating with others if my kid wasn’t with
me. You have a very special small angel. I read this beautiful book from beginning to result in two days. It
really is sad, but fantastic to see how Vincent's beautiful lifestyle happened, even if it didn't end with a
traditional happy ending. I sensed your pain and emotion from your story. An easy browse with insight
and guidelines for all those on the sidelines to greatly help themselves experiencing something like this... I
couldn't place it down!
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